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“IDS RESOURCES:”A New Resource Website for Clients Nears Launch

With the release of IDS’s redesigned and updated website last month, came the new compliance navigation
tab to serve as an introduction to an even greater compliance initiative. IDS Compliance is in its final stages
of completing a new “IDS Resources” website that will
include general industry compliance and IDS-related
compliance updates in blog format, a number of compliance resources, product information, software release
notes, customer service notices, and other relevant IDS
resources.
In preparation for this new site, IDS Compliance has
been reviewing and revising internal compliance documents so as to make them available to our clients from
one all-inclusive resources location. IDS customers will
be able to get to the resources site by logging in to idsDoc, then selecting the navigation tab called “IDS Resources” from the top menu. The website is anticipated
to be launched by the end of July.
“It is the goal of IDS to make as many useful resources
available to our clients as soon as possible,” said Vice
President Mark Mackey. “The knowledge of our compliance staff is invaluable and now we will have a convenient format for our clients to access it.”
Some of the compliance resources that will be provided
are state and federal disclosure matrices, state late fee
and rate lock matrices, and compliance updates regarding implementations of new laws and regulations into
idsDoc, to name a few. For a more comprehensive list of
resources that will be available, check online at idsDoc.
com » Compliance » Compliance Resources.
This resource site is an ongoing project that will continue to be updated and expanded with helpful resources
as they are completed. Once the site is up, check it frequently as more resources will be added over the coming months. Don’t forget to subscribe to the RSS feed to
receive weekly compliance updates.

IDS Implements Backup Measures For idsDoc Software With New Web Farm
When you’re preparing mortgage documents and running on
a deadline, the last thing you should have to worry about is if
your doc prep software is working. That is why IDS has several measures in place to assure the reliability of idsDoc doc prep
software no matter the day or time, taking into account any IDS
on-site emergency situations such as a server(s) going down, our
internet not working, or a natural disaster at our location. This
assurance comes from IDS’s new Web Farm system implemented
in our on-site and off-site data centers.
IDS’s new Web Farm system provides the redundancy of multiple servers, which keeps the software live and functioning even
if one or more of our servers go down. Having multiple servers
also guarantees high availability, meaning idsDoc will always be
available, even while maintenance is being conducted. Another
advantage of the Web Farm is its load balancing capabilities;

the overall data load is spread between multiple servers, which
allows the farm to handle a greater capacity. The farm is also
scalable, having the ability expand as more data is added.
“It is IDS’s top priority to provide customers with a doc prep system that is reliable and available regardless of human error, technological malfunction, or natural disasters,” said Vice President
Mark Mackey. “IDS takes the stability of idsDoc seriously as we
know that our clients have time-sensitive needs and priorities.”
Along with the securities that the Web Farm provides, IDS links
to several internet connections to act as a backup if one is not
working. IDS also has an off-site data center that is synced and
backed-up with all the data from our local servers in case of a
local emergency.
E-mail In-house Counsel Clint Salisbury at csalisbury@idsdoc.
com to see IDS’s full Disaster Recovery Report.

BEAT
Tips to keeping cool at the office in the summer
Fan
Get some air flow going to prevent the "stuffy" feel that the
summer heat can bring. An electric or paper fan will do. Follow the directions below to make this IDS paper fan that you
can take with you anywhere.

Water Bottle

Lightweight Clothing
Even short sleeves can feel heavy if you’re wearing a weightier fabric. Stick to silk cotton blends for shirts and lightweight
linens for pants or skirts for better breathability.

Open Toe Shoes
The classic trick when you're hot in bed is to stick your feet
out of the covers to cool off. The principle is the same at work.
Women, you're the lucky ones. Wear some open toe flats or
heels so that heat can escape the body easier. Unless you have
a casual dress code, the best bet for men is to wear thin socks
and lightweight shoes.

Chilled Meals

Staying hydrated will make your work day go by smoother.
There's nothing worse than a thirst you can't quench, so keep
a water bottle handy at your desk full of some ice cold water.

Bring meals you can eat straight from the fridge. Chilled fruits
and yogurt are good for breakfast. Sandwiches and salads are
good choices for lunch. Raw vegetables make a great afternoon snack.

Short Sleeves

Cool Drinks

Short sleeve dress shirts are the key to summer survival.
Stock up.

Substitute hot coffee and tea with iced coffee and tea. Lemonade, fruit smoothies, and juices are also great alternatives.
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